




Analytical Study on Non-Destructive Evaluation 
of Tile Separation by Thermography Method 
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ABSTRACT /n this study， the appficabi1ity of thermography method on the evaluation 
of tile separation was examined by using the three dimensional finite element method 
for the heat conduction analysis. The relationships between the degree of tile sepa-
ration and the temperature disribution of tile surface were discusse~ Following 
results were obtained in this study: 
/)肋enthe exterior air temperature is lower than the interior on~ the surface 
temperature of tile separating from the concrete is higher than that of tile adhering 
to the concrete， but the former becomes lower than the latter in the case that the 
exterior air temperature is higher than the interior one. 
2) The effect of tile separation on the temperature distribution of exterior wall 
increases with decreasing the separation depth， but the temperature distribution of 
interior walJ is hardly affected by the tile separation. 
3) /t is necessary to clarify the combined effects of interior and exterior air 
temperatures on the temperature distribution of tile surfac~ so as to predict exactly 


















































[K]{φ}={F} ・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・ ( 1 ) 
②非定常熱伝導方程式:






























Table.l Outline of analysis. 
Separa t I oncond i t ion
Month I ~~， I 田~~\ I Layers (cm) 九回、
2.5|10X10 日
8，11125><25 
















Table.2 Properties of materials. 
Properties Tile Concrete Mortar Alr 
Density p 
2.3 2.0 1.0 (g/cm') 2.3 ，10-' 
Sp回 ific加atc 0.18 0.21 0.27 0.25 (cal/g・'C)
Thermal 3.6 3.0 3.0 6. 5 conductivity IC ，10-' ，10-' ，10-' xl0-5 (cal/cm's''C) 
Heat transfer 1.2 1.2 1.2 1.2 coefflcient a ，10-' x10-' ，10-' ，10-3 (cal/cm'・8・'C)
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4th I Id重量孟蚕註，.......，亘E 画 ...... 百W5th
21. 7-22. hd 1--" 21. 0-21. 
Fig.4 Temperature distribution (August， depth=3.9 c目).
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.C (剥離深さが3.9c皿の場合) ~l. O.C (剥離深さが
1 cmの場合)低くなっているが、外気温が内気温よ
りも高い8月の場合には、逆にO.1"C (剥離深さが3.
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Fig目10Ternperature difference (do日bleseparation). 
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/ 1 4 s eを使用したことを付記する。
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